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From computer simulations [ 1, 2] , as well as analytic theory [3] , a new view regarding the behaviour of displacive continuous structural phase transitions (SPT) near T~, has emerged : the crossover from a regime in which the collective behaviour has classical displacive soft-mode behaviour to a regime whose features are better described in the language traditionally reserved for order-disorder systems [4] . The present work indicates this to occur in the important class of ferroelectric perovskite systems, and thus points towards a resolution of the long-standing controversy between the soft-mode versus order-disorder description in BaTi03 and KNb03 as well as in LiTa03. The soft-mode behaviour was supported by early infrared reflectivity measurements [5] and later inelastic neutron-scattering data [6] . The order-disorder picture stemmed from the observation of strong diffusive X-ray scattering [7] , as well as Raman activity above the tetra-(*) Permanent address : Laboratoires d'Etudes Physiques des Matériaux, Université d'Orléans, 45045 Orleans, France.
Article published online by EDP Sciences and available at http://dx.doi.org/10.1051/jphyslet:019820043015053700 gonal-cubic transition [8] and more recent Raman investigations in the tetragonal phase [9] . The situation turned out to be similarly controversial in LiTa03 [10] . The [14] . Thus, fluctuation effects are already present but not dominating. Isotropic dipolar systems with dipolar and short-range interactions have been investigated using R.G. theory [ 15] . The static critical behaviour calculated is nearly indistinguishable from that in cubic short-range systems [11, 15] and dc = 4. In real cubic oxide ferroelectrics, cubic anisotropic interactions are also present Their fixed-point behaviour depends on the cubic anisotropy of the soft-modes. The fixed-point behaviour is either isotropic dipolar, not stable (BaTi03 ?) or cubic dipolar [ 16] . Kind and Muller [ 17] measured the exponent of the dielectric susceptibility 80 above the second-order phase transition in a cubic KTao.9Nbo.103 crystal to be y = 1.7 [17] , well outside the mean-field behaviour of y = 1 [ 11 ] . Thus, one might expect that for cubic ferroelectrics like BaTi03 and KNb03, a crossover from displacive to order-disorder behaviour may exist on approaching T~ . Infrared reflectivity measurements [ 18] show this occurs as described below.
The new soft-mode data have been obtained using a Fourier-transform scanning interferometer, Bruker IFS 113. These modern i.r. spectrometers are extremely well-suited to measure infrared active modes accurately in the frequency range from 10 to 4 000 cm -1 and up to high temperatures ( 1300 K). The infrared reflectivity data were analysed on the basis of a factorized form of the dielectric function [18] . Typical experimental data and an example of data fits are shown in figure la. Simulations of infrared reflectivity, restricted for simplicity to the soft-mode alone and inserted in figures I b and c, show that changes of TO soft-mode frequency (Fig. I b) and linewidth ( Fig. Ic) typical of oxidic perovskites give rise to quite significant changes of reflectivity profiles. In fact, infrared reflectivity yields information on the real part of the dielectric function in addition to the imaginary part. Only the latter is accessible by scattering (Raman or neutrons). Soft-mode frequency parameters, in particular, may be accurately deduced from low-frequency reflectivity which appears slightly dependent on damping as shown in the left-hand insert of figure la even when the soft mode is overdamped. Results at room temperature agree with those of [5] . Both data sets disagree with Ballantyne's spectrum [ 19] at room temperature. Results at other temperatures were previously compared [ 18] to other spectral data in detail and found to be in agreement with most of the data. In particular, extrapolating neutron data of [6] to q = 0 appears compatible with present soft-mode frequencies.
Results for the soft-mode in BaTi03 in the cubic paraelectric and tetragonal ferroelectric phases are given in figure 2~ The curves show a clear-cut soft-mode behaviour over a wide range of temperatures, whose extrapolation intersects the temperature axis near T~. However, on approaching Tc, OTO starts to level some 120 K above the phase transition to a value of 60 em -1. Recent hyperRaman measurements also confirm the saturation over that temperature range [20] . At isomorphous phase of KNb03 [21] . Furthermore, in both crystals the soft-mode damping is heavy, over ten times that of the next modes, and persists into the lower tetragonal phase (see figure 2 
insert).
The ratio of the dielectric constants Scap/'Clat9 with Bcap measured in the MHz range, above piezoelectric resonances, and ~~ calculated from the lattice modes shows the following (Fig. 2b) : the soft-mode roughly explains 6cap at sufficiently high temperatures (Fig. la) but this becomes less and less true on approaching Tc from above [22] . Thus, a dynamical disorder affects the displacive behaviour and an additional relaxation can be related to disorder [7] . Therefore, we arrive at the conclusion that a displacive-to-order-disorder crossover occurs as has been shown to be present in the antiferrodistortive SPT of SrTi03 [12] . The latter transition is second-order, and deviations from mean-field behaviour appear 10 % in t = (T -Tc)/ Tc below T ~ = T o for the rotational order parameter, and above Tc for the soft-mode as measured by inelastic neutrons [23] . In the present case of BaTi03, the deviation in the soft-mode DTO appears 25 % above the To, where the mean-field extrapolated DTo vanishes. This is thus comparable to the magnitude found for the short-range SrTi03 system. In our opinion, these new findings settle the controversy whether the cubic-to-tetragonal transitions in BaTi03 and KNb03 are displacive or orderdisorder.
It should be noted that in figure 2 , the high-temperature ratio Bcap/Btat has its low-temperature counterpart reflected about T ~, as is expected from scaling for a continuous transition, figure 2a, but the soft mode has none, figure 2b, i.e., the A1 component has jumped to 280 cm-1 and therefore cannot be responsible for the Bcap enhancement towards T ~ in any way [22] ! Thus close to Tc an additional time-dependent dynamic motion distinct from the soft-mode behaviour has to be present In fact, a relaxation of the dielectric constant, along the FE axis has been observed recently near 3-4 GHz at room temperature [24] , the high-frequency value being in agreement with Fig. 3 (Fig. 3) 
